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The Bombay High Court granted
default bail to lawyer-activist

Sudha Bharadwaj (above) in the
Bhima Koregaon case. A division
bench of Justices SS Shinde and NJ
Jamadar had reserved Bharadwaj’s
bail plea for judgment on August 4
and the criminal application by eight
others on September 1.

However, the Court rejected the
bail applications of eight other
accused—Sudhir Dawale, Dr P

- ovdA ,nosliW anoR ,oaR aravaraV
cate Surendra Gadling, Professor

Shoma sen, Mahesh Raut, Vernon
Gonsalves and Aruna Ferreira, say-
ing that they had not filed a default
bail plea at the correct time.

The Court directed Bharadwaj
to appear before the Special
National Investigation Agency (NIA)
court on December 8 for bail condi-
tions and date of her release.

Bharadwaj, who was arrested on
August 28, 2018, and has been in
custody for over three years, had
filed a plea in the Bombay High
Court for default bail but the judge
was not designated to hear cases
under the Unlawful Activities
(Prevention) Act (UAPA).

The petitioners contended that
the Pune sessions court was not
authorised to take cognisance of the
case against them in 2018-19. It
was argued that only NIA Act could
deal with cases involving UAPA
offences, as these are “scheduled
offences” under the NIA Act.
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Courts

A - puS eht ni devom saw noititep
reme Court against actor
Kangana Ranaut’s (right) out-

bursts against the Sikh community over
protests against the now-repealed three

etac ovdA ,renoititep ehT .swal mraf
,lapred nahC hgniS teejnarahC radraS

sought directives to all social media
companies to curtail or censor or
delete Ranaut’s statements made
against Sikhs, given the vast number of
Sikhs in the farm laws protest.

The petition filed under Article 32 of
the Constitution sought directions to the
centre and states to transfer all FIRs on
the actor’s derogatory statements
against Sikhs to one police station, i.e.
Khar Police Station, and to take appro-

priate preventive measures under
Sections 149 to 151 of the Code of
Criminal Procedure 1973 read with
Information Technology Act. The
Mumbai Police had recently registered
an FIR against the actor for her remarks
demeaning Sikhs.

The controversy erupted when
- atsnI no tnemetats a detsop tuanaR

gram where she likened the farmers to
separatist Khalistani terrorists and
reminded Sikhs of former prime minis-
ter Indira Gandhi. She said that Indira
Gandhi had crushed them under her
shoe despite paying for it with her own
life. Ranaut had hailed Indira Gandhi for
not letting secessionist elements divide
and break up India.

Bhima Koregaon case: Bombay HC
grants default bail to Sudha Bharadwaj

The Supreme Court sug-
gested that the centre

may contemplate forming
an All-India Tribunals
Service, on the lines of the

reH s’mod gniK detinU
,ecivreS slan ubirT s’ytsejaM

especially for administrative
work in tribunals.

A bench of Justices DY
Chandrachud, Surya Kant
and Vikram Nath tendered
an umbrella like allocation
of services in the NCLT

- irT waL ynapmoC lanoit aN(
bunal), NCDRC (National

- deR setupsiD remusnoC
ressal Commission), DRT
(Debt Recovery Tribunal)
and other tribunals under
central legislations.

The bench was primarily
hearing a plea regarding the
strength of judges and the

judicial infrastructure at the
state and district levels
across the country.

- neG roticiloS tnatsissA
eral KM Nataraj, appearing
for the centre, submitted
that judicial officers can
be utilised for the purpose
of judicial work with sepa-
rate administrative back-
grounds, if a separate cadre
for registrars and other
administrative officers can
be created.

Justice Chandrachud
while agreeing with the

,tnetxe na etiuq ot eu ssi
compared the different
types of viewpoint on hav-
ing a registrar general who
is also a judicial officer and
not have an administrative
officer instead, which is
very difficult.

Supreme Court says centre can
consider setting up All-India
Tribunals Service

Plea in SC wants Kangana Ranaut’s social
media remarks against Sikhs censored
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The Delhi High Court recently dis-
missed a petition from an Indo-

Tibetan Border Police (ITBP) candi-
date who successfully qualified
physical efficiency test/physical
standards test, written test and doc-
umentation and practical (skill) test
for the post of constable (driver)
under the OBC category, but was
subsequently declared unfit on the
ground of a tattoo on his right arm.

The division bench of Justices
Manmohan and Navin Chawla
noted: “The stipulation of disqualifi-
cation of tattoo on the right arm is a
classification that is based on an
intelligible differentia and the intelli-
gible differentia has a rationale rela-
tion to the object sought to be
achieved, namely, that the tattoo is
visible while saluting.”

However, the candidate contend-
ed that the tattoo mark was his own
name and it did not cause any prej-
udice to anyone. “None of the gov-

ernment guidelines prohibit tattoo
as a medical disqualification. The
conditions/requirements laid down
by the respondents are also not in

-lof smron eht htiw ecnad ro cca
lowed by the Indian Army,” the can-
didate argued.

The Court, however, said that he
was not eligible as per the minimum
medical standard mentioned in the
advertisement issued by ITBP for
the post. It also said that the candi-
date’s “reliance on the Indian Army
policy is misconceived” as he was
seeking recruitment in ITBP.

In a development that would be welcomed by the
LGBTQIA+ community, the Delhi High Court

issued notice in a plea seeking live-streaming of
court proceedings on petitions to recognise same
sex marriages. The bench of Chief Justice DN Patel
and Justice Jyoti Singh issued notice to the centre
on the plea filed by three professionals living
in Mumbai.

Their application said that the issue is of
great national importance, in particular for the
LGBTQIA+ community, which constitutes around
eight per cent of the country’s population.

Senior Advocate Neeraj Kishan Kaul said his
clients represent a large section of the public of the
country who are looking forward to the conclusion
of these cases. He further said that a lot of people
want to attend the court proceedings but it is not
feasible and neither there is enough space in the
courtroom.

He said that the Supreme Court and the centre
have been in favour of live-streaming of such pro-
ceedings because they are of national interest.

This is not the first time when live streaming
has been allowed. Earlier in the 2018 case of
Swapnil Tripathi, the Supreme Court emphasised
that there should be live streaming of court pro-
ceedings in matters of constitutional and national
importance.

Plea seeks live streaming 
of same-sex marriage case
proceedings, Delhi HC 
issues notice to centre

ITBP candidate declared unfit for 
having tattoo on wrong arm, 
Delhi HC upholds order

The Allahabad High Court grant-
ed bail to Jawaharlal Nehru

University student Sharjeel Imam
(below), accused of making anti-
national and inflammatory speech-

es during the anti-CAA protest held
at the Aligarh Muslim University in
January 2020. 

The Court said that Sharjeel’s
speech did not incite violence and
there was no call to bear arms.

In the FIR lodged against him
at Aligarh’s Civil Lines police sta-
tion, Sharjeel was accused of

- nrevoG tsniaga dertah gnid aerps
ment of India and the Indian
Armed forces and booked in a
sedition case. He was arrested
later from Bihar’s Jehanabad dis-
trict. However, Sharjeel would still
remain in jail as he is also booked
under UAPA in another case relat-
ed to riots in Northeast Delhi.

Allahabad HC grants bail to Sharjeel
Imam in anti-national speech case



S per a report of Praja
Foundation, 99% of cases
registered under the Pro -
tec tion of Children from
Sexual Offences (POCSO)
Act in 2020 are pending

trial. The delay is being attributed to fac-
tors like setting up of virtual courts dur-
ing the pandemic and the unorganised
police-court mechanism. There is, there-
fore, a need to understand the various
agencies involved in the functioning of
the POCSO Act and the issues and chal-

lenges faced by special courts due to
which pendency has taken place. 

It was on November 14, 2012, that
the POCSO Act was formulated. It was
meant to address issues pertaining to hei -
nous crimes of child sexual offences and
sexual exploitation of children that resul -
ted in harm to their health, survival, de -
ve lopment and dignity. The Act covers all
forms of abuses like sexual assault, sexual
harassment and pornography. 

With the passage of time, a shocking
increase in the number of sexually abused

children propelled the legislature to fur-
ther amend the POCSO Act in 2019, pre-
scribing even harsher punishments for
child sexual offenders. This increase in
the severity of punishment to the extent
of even invoking the death penalty is
highly contested today.

The POCSO Act provides several
measures to safeguard the interests of
children who are victims of sexual abuse.
However, for effective implementation of
the Act, a coordinated effort is required
by the investigation agency, prosecuting
agency and courts dealing with cases
under the POCSO Act.

With the aim of achieving such coor-
dination, Section 28(1) of the POCSO Act
mandates that state governments consult
the chief justice of the High Court and
designate a sessions court to be a special
court to try such offences to facilitate
speedy trial. Further, under Section 32(1),
the state government should appoint a
special public prosecutor for conducting
cases only under the Act. What this
means is that the prosecutors should be
specifically trained in dealing with such
cases and be well-versed with various
provisions under the POCSO Act, 2012. 

However, in practice, the implementa-
tion has been incomplete as special
POCSO courts have not been set up in
all the districts of the country. This has
resulted in considerable delay in the dis-
posal and pendency of cases registered
under the Act. The Supreme Court
issued several directions in this regard.
These include: 

State police chiefs should constitute
special task forces to investigate such
cases 

Pathetic Pendency
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Lead/ Legal Eye/ POCSO Cases

In a shocking lapse, judgments have been passed in only 1% of child sexual offense cases. Not
only are prosecutors untrained to deal with such cases but special POCSO courts have not
been set up in all districts 
By Abhinav Mehrotra and Konina Mandal 

is imperative to focus on prevention
rather than only deterrence. The POCSO
Act should include more prevention-ori-
ented provisions like one-stop centres or
putting in place an active problem-solv-
ing mechanism for these children.

In a similar vein, the POCSO Act
should incorporate mandatory guidelines
facilitating training and public awareness
programmes by educational institutions
and undertaking measures to manage
sex offenders. In addition, awareness pro -
grammes in schools should be regularly
organised, along with child-friendly ex -
pla nation of the POCSO Act such as ex -
amples of body boundary-violating be -

tro p pus ni sruoivaheb cificeps ,sruoivah
of prevention, responsibilities of re p -
orting and responses to suspected abuse.

Finally, there is an urgent need to spe-
cially train prosecutors and government
officials who handle cases where a child is
a victim or witness to abuse. These meas-
ures can help reduce the impact on the
mental health of children caused by the
traumatic experience and ensure their
best interests as defined under Article 3
of the Convention on the Rights of the
Child. They will also act as a tool to pre-
vent such occurrences. 

—Abhinav Mehrotra is a lecturer at
OP Jindal Global University and holds

an LL.M in International Human Rights
Law from the University of Leeds.

Konina Mandal is a lecturer at OP Jindal
Global University and holds an LLM
in Criminal Justice from University

College London
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High Courts should ensure such cases
are tried and disposed of by designated
special courts

POCSO judges should not give ad -
journ ments and should fast track
the trial

Witnesses should be produced in the
court on the hearing date

High Courts should make every effort
to provide a child-friendly atmosphere in
tune with the spirit of the Act as dealt
with under Section 33(4). According to
it, a family member, guardian, friend or
relative in whom the child has trust or
confidence should be present in the
court during the proceedings.

Despite these safeguards, special
courts are not expressly required to deal
with offences under the POCSO Act or
offences against children. It is pertinent
to note that the judges appointed in spe-
cial courts are not subject experts as they
are not provided additional training by
the state government to understand the
nuances relating to laws pertaining to
such cases.

One such example was a judgment
passed by a special court in Thane,
Maharashtra, on December 22, 2016,
where it issued a perjury notice to a 16-
year-old girl in a case registered under
the POCSO Act. The case also violated
Section 22 (2) of the Act that safeguards
children from being punished for provid-
ing false information.

As a result, there are delays in hear-
ings, impacting the child who has to
repeatedly testify before the court. The
child experiences anxiety facing the
judges again and again, fears seeing the
accused and gets embarrassed before
people. This leads to the child not being
able to answer or crying.

Therefore, the special public prosecu-
tor questioning the child must be com-
passionate and explain the proceedings
in an understandable and convincing
manner. Moreover, structural modifica-
tions are needed to prevent ex posure
between the child and the acc used,
including the provision of screens and
partitions, separate entrances and wait-
ing rooms. 

The rationale behind looking into the
well-being of the children is that they
depend on others for safety. Their basic
human rights include the right to be pro-
tected from abuse, including sexual ab -
use. What happens after a child has been
sexually abused is critical, not only for his
recovery but also for the protection of
other children as the perpetrator might
abuse others. By striving to prevent the
sexual exploitation of children and youth,
we also prevent numerous related social
problems that rob our children of their
full potential. 

In the larger interest, there is a need
to re-emphasise the role of Child
Welfare Committees (CWCs) that

were constituted under the Juvenile
Justice (Care & Protection of Children)
Act, 2000. These committees consist of a
chairperson and four non-judicial mem-
bers who have specialised knowledge of
child welfare and child psychology.

These committees are bestowed with
various responsibilities—to take cogni-
sance of children produced by the police/
NGO and to probe the possibilities of
sexual offence for each child and record
their version of the same and directing
the medical officer to conduct a detailed
physical exam in accordance with child
friendly procedures. Subsequently, their
responsibility extends to facilitating the
filing of FIRs under the POSCO Act and
arranging legal aid for the child.

Despite stringency in the law, cases of
child sexual abuse have seen a recrudes-
cence over the last few years. Therefore, it

FOCUSSING ON PREVENTION: The POCSO Act should incorporate mandatory guidelines
facilitating training and public awareness programmes by educational institutions and schools 



HILE giving its ver-
dict on a petition
filed in a child abuse
case, the Allahabad
High Court has
stirred a legal hor-

net’s nest by declaring that oral sex with a
minor is not a heinous offense and reduc-
ing the sentence of a man, convicted by
the trial court, from 10 years to 7 years.
A single bench of Justice Anil Kumar
Ojha passed the order while hearing a
criminal appeal filed by petitioner
Sonu Kushwaha.

Kushwaha had challenged an order
given by a special sessions court in
Jhansi wherein he was convicted under
IPC Sections 377 (unnatural offences)
and 506 (punishment for criminal intim-
idation) as well as Section 6 of the
POCSO Act, 2012, and sentenced to rig-
orous imprisonment for ten years along
with fine.

A resident of Jhansi district, Dev
Singh, had lodged an FIR against Kush -
waha, stating that the latter had come to
his house and took his son, aged about 10
years, to a temple at Hardaul and there
gave his son Rs 20 and asked the boy to
suck his penis. Kushwaha then put his
penis in the mouth of the boy. Thereafter,
the boy returned to the house with Rs 20.
On being asked where he got the money
from, the boy related the entire incident.
He also said that Kushwaha had threat-
ened him not to disclose the incident
to anybody.

After a written complaint was filed, a
case was registered against Kushwaha
under Sections 377 and 506 of the IPC
and Section 3/4 of the POCSO Act at
police station Chirgaon, district Jhansi.
The case then went to court, and eventu-
ally, Additional Sessions Judge/Special
Judge (POCSO Act) convicted and sen-
tenced Kushwaha. 

Aggrieved by the judgment, Kush -
waha appealed before the Allahabad
High Court. The counsel for Kushwaha
argued that the offence was not applica-
ble under Section 6 of the POCSO Act
and he had been wrongly convicted
under the Section. He further argued that

Redefining
Sexual Assault

W
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Lead/ Courts/ Conviction Under POCSO Act

The Allahabad High Court has reduced the jail sentence of a
man convicted for sexually assaulting a child by 
controversially observing that oral sex does not fall within
the category of “aggravated sexual assault” under POCSO

Section 6 of POCSO Act and under
Section 6 of POCSO Act, minimum sen-
tence is 10 years which may extend to
imprisonment for life whereas under
Section 4 of POCSO Act minimum sen-
tence is 7 years but which may extend to
imprisonment for life also. Learned court
below has awarded minimum sentence
provided under Section 6 of POCSO Act
and accordingly, it would be appropriate
to award the sentence to appellant under
Section 4 of POCSO Act, seven years of
rigorous imprisonment which is mini-
mum provided in that Section and fine of
Rs 5,000/-, in default, three months
additional simple imprisonment,” the
judge ruled after allowing the appeal.

Earlier, the Supreme Court had in a
landmark decision, reversed the verdict
of the Bombay High Court, which said
that “skin to skin touch” is necessary for
sexual harassment. A three-judge bench
of Justices UU Lalit, Ravindra Bhatt and
Bela Trivedi said that touching any part
of the body in any way with “wrong
intent” will amount to a case under the
POCSO Act. The Supreme Court obser -
ved that it could not be said that touching
the sensitive parts of a child with the
intention of sexual harassment is not sex-
ual abuse. If this is said, then the serious-
ness of the POCSO Act, made to protect
children from sexual abuse, will end,
the apex court noted.

The Nagpur Bench of the Bombay
High Court had acquitted an accused of
sexual harassment saying that touching
or groping the private parts of a minor
without skin-to-skin contact does not
come under the POCSO Act. Attorney
General KK Venugopal had filed a peti-
tion against this in the Supreme Court.
The apex court set aside the Bombay
High Court’s decision and sentenced the
accused to three years’ imprisonment.
Venugopal had earlier told the apex court
that the controversial Bombay High
Court judgment would set a “dangerous
and degrading precedent” and needed to
be reversed.

—By Adarsh Patel and India Legal
News Service 
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the said offence committed by Kushwaha
fell under Section 9(M) of the POCSO
Act. The counsel for the state, however,
argued that Kushwaha had been rightly
convicted and the appeal had no merit
and should be dismissed. 

The High Court noted that all evi-
dence submitted in the case against
Kushwaha were cogent, trustworthy,
credible, and hence, finding with regard
to the conviction was confirmed. The
solitary point for consideration was whe -
ther the offence under Section 5/6 of the
POCSO Act or Section 9/10 of the
POCSO Act could be made out against
Kushwaha from the evidence available
on record. 

The High Court said: “The proved
facts of the case are that the appellant
put his penis into the mouth of the vic-
tim aged about 10 years and discharged
semen therein. Now, the solitary point
for consideration is that whether the
offence committed by appellant falls in
accordance with Section 3 to 10 of the
POCSO Act.”

The High Court held that from the
perusal of the provisions of the POCSO
Act, it is clear that offence committed by
appellant neither falls under Section 5/6

of the POCSO Act nor under Section
9(M) of the POCSO Act because there is
penetrative sexual assault in the case as
Kushwaha had put his penis into mouth
of the victim (boy). Putting penis into
mouth does not fall in the category of
aggravated sexual assault or sexual
assault. It comes in the category of pene-
trative sexual assault which is punishable
under Section 4 of the POCSO Act, the
Court observed. 

The judge said: “After going
through the records and provi-
sions of the POCSO Act, I am of

the considered opinion that the appellant
should be punished under Section 4 of
POCSO Act because the act done by
appellant falls in the category of penetra-
tive sexual assault. Penetrative sexual
assault being a lesser offence from aggra-
vated penetrative sexual assault is legally
permissible to convict the appellant
therein. Accordingly appellant Sonu
Kushwaha should be and is convicted
under Section 4 of POCSO Act in place of
Section 6 of POCSO Act.”

“The Court below has awarded the
appellant to undergo 10 years rigorous
imprisonment and fine of Rs 5000 under

A single judge bench of the Allahabad High Court passed the verdict while hearing
the convict’s plea challenging a special sessions court order sentencing him to

ten years’ imprisonment along with a fine.



achary Quinto, the famous
American actor, rightly
said: “Our society needs to
recognise the unstoppable
momentum toward unequi -
vocal civil equality for every

gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender
citizen of this country.” 

Starting from 1991 when the AIDS
Bedhbhav Virodhi Andolan (ABVA) had
organised a protest against police
harassment, India has come a long way
as far as recognising the rights of the
LGBTQIA+ community goes. 

The key development was the filing
of a petition by Naz Foundation chal-
lenging Section 377 in 2001. This
Section was “read down” by a Division
Bench of the Delhi High Court in July
2009. The Court declared that “Section
377 IPC, insofar it criminalises consen-
sual sexual acts of adults in private, is
violative of Articles 21, 14 and 15 of
the Constitution”.

As per Vikram Raghavan, a lawyer
and author, the Delhi High Court judg-
ment set the ball rolling for the LGBTQ
community in India. He said: “Naz
Foundation, unlike any other decision
before it, has the unique potential to
diminish popular, but irrational, moral
condemnation of stigmatised groups….
Indeed, the mass publicity and fanfare
heralding the decision presents a rare
opportunity for activists to reshape pub-
lic opinion and influence a wider social

debate about gay rights.”
However, just like nothing good is

ever accomplished overnight, the judg-
ment too was challenged by one Suresh
Kumar Koushal, an astrologer. Koushal
was a complete stranger to the proceed-
ings, yet the Supreme Court chose to
entertain his appeal. In December 2013,
a Supreme Court bench comprising
Justices GS Singhvi and SJ Mukho -

padhaya set aside the Delhi High Court
judgment. It characterised the LGBT
community as a “miniscule fraction of
the country’s population” and ruled that
the High Court was erroneous in relying
upon international precedents “in its
anxiety to protect the so-called rights of
LGBT persons”. 

This judgment came as a shock to
the community. However, a ray of hope
emerged when numerous petitions were
filed before the Supreme Court chal-
lenging the validity of Section 377 once
again. In January 2018, these were
referred to a Constitution Bench, where
four out of the five judges read down
Section 377. 

In this judgment, Chief Justice Dipak

Embracing
the Rainbow

In a laudable judgment, the Madras High Court recently advised the
National Medical Council that medical colleges should not teach
students in a way that is derogatory to this community
By Dr Swati Jindal Garg
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Spotlight/ Courts & LGBTQIA+ People

The case was decided by Justice N Anand
Venkatesh, who mentions in the verdict

how he personally spent some time doing
research and collecting material to arrive

at a proper understanding of this issue.

attribute of one’s identity, and cannot
be altered. She held that the phrase
“order of nature” is too open-ended and
open to misuse. Justice Malhotra
remarked that history owes an apology
to the members of this community and
their families.

It is with this background that the
latest advisory on October 13, 2021,
has been issued by the National

Medical Council (NMC). The advisory
can be summarised as follows:

Medical institutions should not teach
students in a way that is derogatory or
insulting to the LGBTQIA+ people.

Authors of medical textbooks should
amend all unscientific and discriminato-
ry information about the community.

Medical universities, colleges, institu-
tions should not approve books with
such derogatory references.

Government and authorities are to
strictly apply the guidelines.

LGBTQIA+ (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Transgender and Asexual people) are
usually at the receiving end of a lot of
stigmatised notions. Adding to this is
the erasure of any available queer narra-
tives with absolutely no representation
in the education system. The moment a
queer person puts out his/her identity,
the safest place for any human being—
his home— can turn into a hostile envi-
ronment. So how they will be treated in
a normativity society can be imagined. 

This minority is forced to navigate
life away from home with little to no
support. To add insult to injury, they are
forced to hide their identity at every
turn of life. So the choice for them is to
either continue to remain faceless or
reveal themselves and face the conse-
quences. In fact, the forces that offer
protection to society in general, turn out
as potential dangers for this community.

It was in the wake of a petition for
protection against harassment, filed by a
lesbian couple in the Madras High
Court, that certain directions were
passed that led to the issuance of the
NMC advisory. The case was being
decided by Justice N Anand Venkatesh,
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Misra emphasised the point of “consti-
tutional morality” and referred to the
transformative nature of the Constitu -
tion that recognised that Fundamental
Rights are not just for the majority.

Justice Rohinton Nariman, in his
opinion in the judgment, recognised the

- er ,slaudividni lla fo ytingid ot thgir
eH .noitatneiro lauxes rieht fo ssel drag

spoke about the stigma attached to
being identified as a member of the
community and directed the State to
take measures to ensure that the judg-
ment was given publicity in order to

address this issue that has always been
discussed in hushed tones.

Justice Chandrachud, in his own
unique style, recognised the “crucial
role of sexual autonomy in the idea of a
free individual”. He, in fact, went on to
say “that the choice of whom to partner,
the ability to find fulfilment in sexual
intimacies and the right not to be sub-
jected to discriminatory behaviour are
intrinsic to the constitutional protection
of sexual orientation”.

Justice Indu Malhotra, went on to
say that sexual orientation was an innate

LGBTQIA+ people are usually at the receiving end of a lot of stigmatised notions. Even
though various statutes have been formulated specifically for the protection of this

community, yet the acceptance of this group is far from over. 
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who mentions in the judgment how
he personally spent some time doing
research and collecting material to
arrive at a proper understanding of
this issue. 

It would have been possible for him,
he says “to pack my Order with a lot
of research material and get applauded
by the outside world for rendering a
scholarly Order. There was a call from
inside which kept reminding me that if I
venture into such an exercise at this
stage, it will only be hypocritical of me
since the Order will not reveal my true
and honest feeling about this very
important issue”. 

The judge went on to admit in the
judgment that he was trying to break
down his own preconceived notions
about this issue and that he was is in
the process of evolving and sincerely
attempting to understand the feelings of
the petitioners and their parents.

During the course of hearing,
Justice Venkatesh also underwent coun-
selling in order to overcome his own
mindset and as an endeavour to under-

stand this issue in a better light. It
was during this case that the Court’s
attention was drawn to psychiatry,
forensic medicine and toxicology text-
books that had unscientific and deroga-
tory remarks against LGBTQIA+ peo-
ple. The Court also went on to examine
how some textbooks listed homosexuali-
ty as a disorder and talked about forced
conversion therapy.

Conversion therapy, even though
banned in many countries, still
exists in India and was severely

criticised by the Madras High Court.
The Court directed the NMC and the
Indian Psychiatric Society to introduce
necessary changes in the curriculum in
order to educate the upcoming genera-
tion and to remove the deep-rooted bias
that exists against the LGBTQIA+ com-
munity. Strict directions were also
passed against the police who were ad -
vised to not harass the sexual minorities
and to bring certain changes to the
police conduct rules in order to punish
erring police personnel in this regard. 

Other courts too have passed
positive judgments in this regard. On
September 7, 2021, the Kerala High
Court passed an order seeking the
removal of discriminatory and inhuman
references to LGBTQIA+ people from
MBBS textbooks.

Even though there have been various
statutes that have been formulated
specifically for the protection of the
LGBTQIA+ community, yet the accept-
ance of this group is far from over. The
Transgender Persons (Protection of
Rights) Act, 2019, mandates govern-
ments to take measures for the “review
of medical curriculum and research for
doctors to address their [transgender]
specific health issues”, but no concrete
action has been taken and the mandate
remains a dysfunctional one.

The new advisory by the NMC on the
face of it seems to be a step in the right
direction. But it has some flaws: 

The advisory committee set up by the
NMC does not have any queer represen-
tation. Hence, it may not have the
empathy to understand the issues faced
by the community.

The NMC has to recognise and
add ress the flaws present in the curricu-
lum and make a proactive effort to
rectify them.

It also needs to pass specific and time-
bound guidelines on how to make med-
ical care for the LGBTQIA+ affirmative.

The directive also needs to specify
changes across several subjects and not
just forensic medicine and psychiatry.

The advisory is too little, too late, but
just like every drop contributing in mak-
ing an ocean, if it is followed to the let-
ter, it will aid in lessening the fear and
doubts people have regarding sexual
minorities. Reducing life to black and
white limits our ability to see the rain-
bow. Similarly, ignoring this minority
will have a far-reaching impact on the
development of the nation as a whole. 

—The author is an Advocate-on-
Record practising in the Supreme Court

of India, Delhi High Court and all
district courts and tribunals in Delhi

During the hearing of the case, the Madras High Court’s attention was drawn to
psychiatry, forensic medicine and toxicology textbooks that had unscientific and

derogatory remarks against LGBTQIA+ people.

Spotlight/ Courts & LGBTQIA+ People



IGITAL payment tech-
nologies are rapidly
changing the format of
traditionally burdensome
transaction methods and
processes. In order to stay

relevant with their clients, law firms will
need to adapt and innovate in all areas
of their service, including how they con-
duct their payments.

The digital payment sector is well-
established and has the potential to
transform the payment models in the
legal profession. While financial innova-
tion has the capacity to deliver efficient
and effective benefits, there remain
some serious regulatory and ethical con-
siderations for the legal profession be -
fore they can be widely adopted. Tech -
nical competency is needed for law firms

of any size, and also for independent
legal practitioners to ensure that they
are able to embrace financial innova-
tions while maintaining the integrity
and high-standards of their practice. 

New digital finance products and
services are emerging at an exponential
pace and fundamentally changing busi-
ness models and practice across profes-
sions. Though the legal profession has
not adopted these innovations at pace,
there are examples of firms and individ-
uals experimenting with financial inno-
vation in the provision of their services.
This gradual shift to digital payments is
coupled with a rise in web platforms
where freelance lawyers are able to pro-
vide services entirely online. 

“Digital payments”is a broad term.
Many law firms are now accepting cryp-
tocurrencies such US law firm Quinn
Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan,
MahWengKwai & Associates in Malay -
sia and Chamberlains Law Firm in Syd -
ney. Cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin,
are unique due to their decentralised
structure, whereby no intermediary
bank is used to facilitate transactions.
Despite an increasing number of law

A Privilege
or a Risk? 

As society becomes cashless, law firms will be obliged to accept
online payments. While these are effective time-savers for clients
and lawyers, exchanging sensitive information multiple times is risky
By Anurag Bana and Harriet Watson

D
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users, the risk of relying on so many
actors, and exchanging such sensitive
information multiple times per transac-
tion, greatly increases the risk of
each payment and should be treated
with caution.

But first, the benefits. As society
trends towards a cashless model, law
firms will be obliged to stay relevant by
accepting online payments. Digital pay-
ments are effective and efficient time-
savers for both clients and lawyers. Re -
search suggests that bills are paid more
reliably and rapidly through digital pay-
ment mechanisms, with instant confir-
mation of receipt of funds and a re duced
administrative burden for both sides. In
addition, digital payments mean that
law firms are released from the burden
of handling first-hand the bank details
of their clients and associated data pro-
tection compliance measures. In accept-
ing digital payments, law firms and
practitioners stand to benefit from fast
and efficient services coupled with a
stronger image as an innovative and for-
ward-thinking professional practice.

But it is also important to consider
the risks. Firstly, cyber threats are on -
going and persistent with digital tech -
nologies. As these technologies become

-isub dna yteicos ot largetni ylgnisaerc ni
- mi ylgnisaercni na si ytirucesrebyc ,ssen

portant priority for business leadership. 
The IBA “Cybersecurity Guidelines

for Law Firms during the Covid-19
Crisis” provide concise and practical
suggestions for law firms to enhance
their policies and practices to minimise
the cyber risks of their activities.

rof laitnesse si noitcetorp atad ,yl dnoceS
all digital payment platforms. Custo -
mers are trusting secondary and third
parties with very sensitive information
which must be held in confidence and
appropriately safeguarded against
cyber-attacks. Every link in the digital
payment chain must maintain rigorous
data protection compliance. 

Applications that facilitate payments
with many links involved, such as the

- ni yltnerehni ,stnemyap ppAstahW
crease the risk to data protection. Data
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firms accepting cryptocurrencies, there
is limited uptake by clients due to its
volatile market. Nevertheless, cryp-
tocurrencies are here to stay and should
be on the radar of the legal profession. 

Currently, online payments are a
more popular form of digital payments.
Specific tools designed for the legal pro-
fession claim to offer secure and effi-
cient payment platforms for lawyers to
handle their expenses. In the US, there
is already an ecosystem of digital pay-
ment services specifically designed for
the needs of lawyers such as Lex Ac tum.
More recently, Canada-based legal tech
provider Clio created a single new plat-
form for collecting legal fees, which also
facilitates a full range of management
tasks, including automatically recording
payments. Meanwhile, more main-
stream online payment services, includ-
ing eWallets such as PayPal, are increas-
ingly widespread among small firms
and individual lawyers. These platforms
mainly trade in fiat currencies involving
bank accounts, though PayPal does
facilitate crypto transactions.

Finally, digital payments can be
facilitated through other applications

A level of technological competence is
desirable for lawyers to assess the risks of
using digital payment platforms as well as

understand the inherent risk of using
financial innovation tools.

that have developed payment features,
such as WhatsApp. With an already
well-es tablished user base, these appli-
cations have the potential to revolu-
tionise the operations of small-scale law
firms and individual lawyers, especially
in remote areas.

In India, lawyers can send an ins -
- stahW a aiv tnemyap rof noitcurt

App message to the recipient which,
via an intermediary bank, triggers an
instant real-time transaction from the
customer’s bank to that of the lawyer.
This payment is channelled through the

aidnI fo noitar oproC stnemyaP lanoitaN
(NPCI). From the user’s perspective, the
payment is made quickly and easily but,
in the background, it is realistic that
this method of payment will involve four
intermediary banks, the NPCI and
WhatsApp. Despite its apparent ease for
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compliance issues with WhatsApp have
been raised in the Supreme Court of
India. This demonstrates the critical
importance of data protection in digital
payments. Closely related to these
consider ations are concerns over liabili-
ty in case of a data breach or a cyber
security incident. 

A recent internal IBA overview
report of professional indemnity insur-
ance, which covers inadequacies of the
legal service, shows that the require-
ments for cover vary widely across juris-
dictions. Without professional indemni-
ty insurance cover, lawyers increase
their exposure to risks resulting from
complications and failures in digital
legal payments methods.

In England and Wales, a recent
Solicitor’s Regulation Authority report
outlines some of the key issues involved
for law firms adopting legal technology
and identifies the importance of profes-
sional indemnity insurance policies.
Digital payments platforms have the
potential to blur the boundaries of lia-
bility which require concise and coher-
ent arrangements. 

These risks apply in a wide range of
sectors. One unique aspect of the legal

profession is the client-lawyer/attorney
privilege arrangement, which preserves
the confidentiality of some aspects of
communications between the lawyer
and his client. This is a client privilege,
not a lawyer’s privilege, and therefore it
is the lawyer’s fiduciary duty to preserve
this requirement. 

Information regarding payments
that comes under the lawyer-client
privilege umbrella has been subject

to debate. It is possible that information
that is shared in the process of making
a payment may be covered by lawyer-
client privilege.

In France, for example, law yer-client
professional privilege is broad and cov-
ers the payment of fees. How ever, in
Japan, while there is no limitation on
the types of documents to come under
the lawyer-client privilege, the informa-
tion has to be deemed to be of a nature

that any reasonable person would expect
to be kept confidential.

This demonstrates how the lawyer-
client privilege is often highly subjective
and open to interpretation with regard
to payments. Furthermore, in the con-
text of digital payments, lawyers are
trusting, sometime multiple, third par-
ties with information that is potentially
covered by lawyer-client privilege, and
this adds an additional layer of risk to
digital payments. 

In a highly innovative and dynamic
sector, especially in cases such as
WhatsApp pay, it is realistic that digital
payment platforms may not be secure
enough to protect the integrity of the
lawyer-client privilege.

Innovation inevitably entails risk,
and not only for the producer. Lawyers
should account for this when embracing
digital payments for their legal services.
While large commercial law firms can
embrace digital payments through
developing and employing bespoke plat-
forms, small firms and individual practi-
tioners will turn to market-available
options. There is a lack of guidance on
using these platforms safely and secure-
ly in a legal setting. The American Bar
Association has recognised the populari-
ty of payment applications but is yet to
issue guidance for its jurisdiction.

A level of technological competence
and understanding is desirable for
lawyers to assess the risks of using digi-
tal payment platforms, including cryp-
tocurrencies. This requirement could
help lawyers understand and assess the
inherent risk of using financial innova-
tion tools.

Innovation will drive on, and guid-
ance will be essential for the legal pro-
fession to keep pace with wider com-
merce, while upholding lawyer-client
privilege and maintaining trust.

—Anurag Bana is Senior Legal
Advisor, Legal Policy & Research Unit,

International Bar Association, and
Harriet Watson is Project Coordinator,

Legal Policy & Research Unit,
International Bar Association

Many law firms abroad are now accepting
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as Bitcoin, are unique due to their decen-
tralised structure, whereby no intermedi-

ary bank is used to facilitate transactions.
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HE Supreme court has set
aside a Kerala High Court
order recalling its earlier
judgment quashing rape
and child sexual assault
charges against various

accused while opining that the impug -
ned order, dated April 28, 2021, should
not have been passed and the earlier
order, dated April 20, 2021, has been
wrongly recalled by the Kerala High
Court. On November 22, while allowing
an appeal against the Kerala High Court
judgment, the top court said that Sec -
tion 362 of the Criminal Procedure
Code (CrPC), 1973, does not empower
the High Court to recall the earlier

order passed after contest and that too
suo motu.

According to the facts of the case, an
FIR was lodged by Kerala, which was
challenged by the appellant by way of a
petition filed before the Kerala High
Court under Section 482 CrPC. By a
judgment and order dated, April 20,
2021, the High Court allowed the peti-
tion and quashed the FIR. A bench
presided by Justice K Haripal had ini-
tially quashed the FIR on the grounds of
the marriage of the accused to the vic-
tim. Subsequently, on April 28, 2021,
the High Court took up the matter suo
motu and recalled the order, dated April
20, 2021. The judge recalled the order,

taking note of the Supreme Court judg-
ment in Gian Singh vs State of Punjab
which held that heinous and serious
offences like murder, rape and other
such offences cannot “be fittingly
quashed even though the victim or vic-
tim’s family and the offender have set-
tled the dispute. The appellant then
moved the top court against the order.

A Division Bench, comprising
Justices Vineet Saran and Aniruddha
Bose, after hearing the counsel for the
parties at length noted that they do not
dispute the fact that in view of Section
362 CrPC, the Court does not have the
power to alter the judgment and order
once passed, except to correct the cleri-
cal or arithmetical error. “In the present
case, by a judgment and order dated
20.04. 2021 FIR had been quashed by
the High Court by a detailed reasoned
order, which has been recalled by the
order dated 28.04.2021. There is no
power, except under Section 362 Cr.P.C.,
which only provides for correction of
any clerical or arithmetical error. The
same does not empower the court to
recall the earlier order passed after the
contest and that too suo motu”, observed
the apex court.

Section 362 of CrPC reads: “Save as
otherwise provided by this Code or by
any other law for the time being in
force, no Court, when it has signed its
judgment or final order disposing of a
case, shall alter or review the same
except to correct a clerical or arithmeti-
cal error.”

In one of its judgments in April this
year, the Delhi High Court ruled that
Section 362 of CrPC bars a court from
altering a judgment or final order,
except to correct a clerical or arithmeti-
cal error. The single judge bench of
Justice Subramonium Prasad while dis-
missing a miscellaneous application
filed to recall the order that attained
finality in 2015 observed: “A reading of
Section 362 CrPC shows that it bars a
Court from altering a judgment or final
order except to correct a clerical or
arithmetical error. Section 362 CrPC
itself provides the circumstances where

Going by the Book

T
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Supreme Court/ Power to Recall Orders

By setting aside a Kerala High Court order, the Supreme Court
sent a reminder that under existing law, the Courts do not have
the power to alter a judgment and an order once passed, except
to correct a clerical or arithmetical error

ing its judgment is subject to what is
“otherwise provided by this Court or by
any other law for the time being in
force”. Those words, however, refer to
those provisions only where the Court
has been expressly authorised by the
Code or other law to alter or review its
judgment. The inherent power of the
Court is not contemplated by the saving
provision contained in Section 362 and,
therefore, the attempt to invoke that
power can be of no avail.”

Section 482 enables the High Court
to make such an order as may be neces-
sary to give effect to any order under the
Code or to prevent abuse of the process
of any court or otherwise to secure the
ends of justice. The inherent powers,
however, as much are controlled by
prin ciple and precedent as are its ex -
press powers by statute. If a matter is
covered by an express letter of law, the
Court cannot give a go-by to the statuto-
ry provisions and instead evolve a new
provision in the garb of inherent
jurisdiction.

- moB eht fo hcneb dabagnaruA ehT
bay High Court on November 2020,
while rejecting the plea of a life term
convict in the sensational Kothewadi
mass rape and dacoity to convert his
substantial sentences to run as concur-
rently instead of consecutively, ruled
that Court cannot review or alter its own
judgment after it has signed the same.
Another bench of the Calcutta High
Court in its decision in Harjeet Singh vs
State of West Bengal held that in view of
Section 362, CrPC, there is a clear bar
for any Court, which includes the High
Court, to either review or recall an order
or judgment passed even if it was found
subsequently that it had offended the
principles of natural justice. 

The purpose of Section 362 CrPC is
that once a court delivers the judgment
it becomes functus officio and thereafter
it cannot reconsider or modify the judg-
ment ( - ay raH fo etatS sv ramuK linuS
na, (2012) 5 SCC 398).

—By Shivam Sharma and India
Legal News Service
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petitions for review of orders which
have attained finality can be enter-
tained. Section 362 CrPC begins with
the words: ‘Save as otherwise provided
by this Code or by any other law for the
time being in force’. The above expres-
sion shows that the rigour contained in
Section 362 CrPC can be relaxed only
when it is provided by the Code itself;
or permitted by any other law for the
time in force or there is a clerical or
arithmetical error.”

In the case of Sanjeev Kapoor vs
Chandana Kapoor (2020) 13 SCC 172,
the Supreme Court while dealing with
cases arising out of complaints made
under Section 125 CrPC observed: “The
legislative scheme as delineated by Sec -
tion 369 of the Code of Criminal Proce -
dure, 1898, as well as legislative scheme
as delineated by Section 362 of the
Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973, is
one and the same. The embargo put on
the criminal court to alter or review its
judgment is with a purpose and object.
The judgments of this Court as noted
above, summarised the law to the effect
that criminal justice delivery system

does not clothe criminal court with
power to alter or review the judgment or
final order disposing of the case except
to correct the clerical or arithmetical
error. After the judgment delivered by a
criminal court or passing of the final
order disposing of the case the court
becomes functus officio and any mistake
or glaring omission is left to be correct-
ed only by appropriate forum in accor-
dance with law.”

In Sooraj Devi vs Pyare Lal, (1981) 1
SCC 500, the Supreme Court obser -
ved: “The appellant points out that

he invoked the inherent power of the
High Court saved by Section 482 of the
Code and that notwithstanding the pro-
hibition imposed by Section 362, the
High Court had power to grant relief.
Now it is well settled that the inherent
power of the court cannot be exercised
for doing that which is specifically pro-
hibited by the Code (Sankatha Singh vs
State of U.P. [AIR 1962 SC 1208: 1962
Supp 2 SCR 817: (1962) 2 Cri LJ 288]).
It is true that the prohibition in Section
362 against the court altering or review-

A Division Bench of the Supreme Court, comprising Justices Vineet Saran (left) and
Aniruddha Bose, observed that Section 362 of the Code of Criminal Procedure does not

empower a court to suo motu recall the earlier order passed by it.



includes in its ambit the power to repeal
laws. Parliament can make laws for the
whole or any part of the territory of
India within the constitutional frame as
per the provision of Article 45. The gov-
ernment, in exercise of its executive
power, can suspend, amend or repeal an
Act of Parliament as long as it com-
mands parliamentary majority. Repeal
means to revoke, abrogate or cancel a
statute. Any subsequent statute may
repeal any Act in whole or in part, either
expressly or impliedly by enacting a new
legislation. Clause 6 of the General

HE farm laws continue to
haunt the nation, giving
sleepless time to the makers
of the laws and the agitat-
ing farmers. The Union
government has, wisely but

belatedly, repealed the controversial
farm laws. Repealing of laws is not
unprecedented or novel as parliaments
across the globe repeal laws when they
become archaic, fall into desuetude or
become obsolete. However, the repeal of
the three farms laws, namely, The
Farmers’ Produce Trade and Commerce
(Promo tion and Facilitation) Act, 2020,
The Farmers (Empowerment and Pro -
tection) Agreement on Price Assurance
and Farm Services Act, 2020, and The
Essential Commodities (Am end ment)
Act, 2020 does not fall in any of the
aforesaid categories as they were yet to
come in operation. In any case, the
Supreme Court had temporarily sus-
pended the operation of these laws on
them being challenged.

Intriguingly, the protracted agitation
instead of being called off has fanned
the flame of protest with the demand for
MSP getting further entrenched, apart
from other incidental and connected
demands. The persisting discontent
among a sizable section of farmers
refused to vanish even after the declara-
tion to repeal the farm laws during the
ensuing winter session of Parliament.

The legislative power of Parliament

Clauses Act, 1897, provides that any Act
or regulation can be repealed by the leg-
islature. Unless a different intention
appears, the repealing Act cannot revive
anything not in force or existing at the
time at which the repeal takes effect; or
affect the previous operation of any
enactment so repealed or anything duly

Farm Laws Repeal:    
A hurried
legislation          

In a parliamentary democratic set up, it is not possible to impose laws on an utterly hostile 
community despite the best of intension and the promise of long-term national gains, without due

consultation, consensus and credible parliamentary scrutiny
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Opinion/ Repealing Laws/ Parliament                         Devender Singh Aswal

A DELAYED REACTION
(Above, L-R) Agriculture Minister Narendra
Singh Tomar introduces the Farm Laws
Repeal Bill 2021 in the Lok Sabha; the
farmers now want a legal guarantee for MSP 

Sansad TV

Repealing of laws is not
unprecedented as parlia-
ments across the globe
repeal laws when they
become archaic or
obsolete. However, the
repeal of the three farms
laws does not fall in any
of the aforesaid cate-
gories as they were yet to
come in operation.

are amended or repealed by the annual
Budget each year. The British
Parliament repealed 38 laws in 2013
relating to construction and mainte-
nance of Indian Railways which were
enacted between 1849 to 1942.

The legislative power to repeal a
law is not inhibited by any consti-
tutional constraint. It is an inte-

gral adjunct and necessary part of the
legislative power and function. No
statute can make itself secure against
repeal or amendment. It is within the
power of Parliament to repeal or modify
any of the Acts passed by its predeces-
sors and it is not within the power of
any Parliament to prevent the repeal
of any of its own Acts, or to bind its
successors. 

The three farms laws were originally
promulgated as ordinances by the gov-
ernment and later replaced by the duly
passed Acts of Parliament. The govern-
ment could have these laws repealed by
promulgating an ordinance when
Parliament is not in session or by bring-
ing a Bill when Parliament is in session.
The government passed a Bill to repeal
the three agrarian laws during the ensu-
ing session. The repeal Bill could be
introduced in either House, it being not
a Money Bill. Before introducing the
repeal Bill, the minister-in-charge was
required to give notice of his intension
to bring such a repealing Bill. Once
included in the List of Business on the
appointed date and time, the min-
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done or suffered thereunder, etc. Re -
peal ing parliamentary enactments or
amending or consolidating various
amendment Acts on a subject is
an inherent right of the competent
legislature.

The executive power of the Union
extends (a) to the matters with respect
to which Parliament has power to make
laws, and (b) to the exercise of such
rights, authority and jurisdiction as are
exercisable by the Government of India
by virtue of any treaty or agreement. So,
on matters which Parliament can legis-
late, it is the prerogative of the execu-
tive to pilot legislative proposals and get

them enacted, including an enactment
of repeal, with parliamentary support.
Laws may also be repealed if they are
found detrimental in course of time or
in case there is a groundswell of public
opinion against them.

Based on Law Commission reports
and the report of the Constitu tion
Review Commission, many obsolete
laws have been repealed. For instance,
the government repealed 1,428 Acts
between 2014 and 2019. Many more
central laws have been identified for
repeal during the ensuing session. More
significantly, dozens of laws are amend-
ed each year by Parliament. Many laws

d UNI

UNI
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i ster sought the permission of the
House, and on permission being grant-
ed, the Bill was introduced. It went
through the same legislative journey of
three readings in both the Houses as
any other normal legislation. 

Obviously, there will be fierce debate
and the Opposition would leave no
stone unturned to show that they were
right in their stout opposition to the
original Bills and the government palpa-
bly wrong. The government, in turn,
would say that they were unable to con-
vince the misguided agitating
farmers about the imminent
benefits of the proposed
agrarian reforms, aiming to
double the farmers’ income
and that the government,
being benign, was moved by
the pain and suffering of the
agitating farmers. Once
passed by both the Houses of
Parliament, and assented to
by the President, the three
laws would stand repealed.

It is being asked, “why in
the first place these legisla-
tions were enacted if they
were to be repealed without
implementation?” One must
bear in mind that in a robust
democracy, public opinion
matters which has been
likened to a rope of multiple
fibers capable of taming even
an elephant. It is for the gov-
ernment to discern, and timely, whether
the Opposition is orchestrated by vested
interests or it is genuine, broad based
and the real voice of all the farmers of
the country. A popular government, can-
not remain impervious to a long and
widespread agitation when elections are
round the corner in the largely affected
states. But this is also a fact that agro-
economists continue to be divided over
the proposed repeal. Many non-partisan
experts consider it a setback to agrarian
reforms. Incontestably, the fear of losing
the impending election is a great deter-
rent to reforms, regardless of the gener-
al perception of bold, visionary and

transformative leadership. 
It is in this context that the practice

of referring the contentious legislation
to the committee holds good as the com-
mittee crystallises different shades of
opinion and help build consensus and
unity out of plurality. The National
Medical Commission (NMC) Bill, 2019,
and the National Commission for Allied
and Healthcare Professionals Bill were
referred to the Standing Committee of
Parliament, and based on the recom-
mendations of the Committee, new Bills

- ailraP yb dessap dna decudortni erew
ment. There was widespread and strong
opposition from doctors to the NMC Bill
which sought to replace the Medical
Council of India Act, 1956. 

The consultative mechanism of
referring Bills to the parliamen-
tary committees must not be

given a short shrift as committees nar-
row down differences and strive to bring
unity out of diversity. For instance, the
Standing Committee on Health and
Welfare, headed by the Samajwadi Par -
ty’s Ram Gopal Yadav, MP, Rajya Sabha
held extensive consultations with the

agitating doctors and other stakeholders
and made recommendations to draft a
new legislation. Government accepted a
majority of the recommendations which
assuaged the striking doctors and the
new legislation was smoothly passed.  

The Seeds Bill, 2001, the Dam Safety
Bill, 2010, National Food Security Bill,
2011, the Prevention of Money Laun -
dering Bill, 2012, the Prohibition and
Employment and Conditions of Service
Bill, 2012, the Lokpal and Lok Authority
Bill, 2013, the GST Bill, 2016, etc were

referred to standing commit-
tees and these were revised
and reintroduced and enacted
subsuming majority of the rec-
ommendations of the commit-
tees. So were many other
legislations.

There are instances when
the government finds lack of
consensus or practical difficul-
ties based on the reports of
parliamentary committees, and
in such cases, the enactments
have been put on the back-

- mA( yticirtcelE ehT .renrub
endment) Bill, 2014, and the
Land Acquisition, Reha bili -
tation and Resettlement Bill,
2011, are instances in point. 

The great hurry in which
the farm laws were passed dur-
ing the pandemic without
referring the Bills to the stand-
ing committee only added fuel

to the fire. The lesson is clear that in a
parliamentary democratic set up, it is
not possible to impose laws on an utter-
ly hostile community despite the best of
intension and the promise of long-term
national gains, without due consulta-
tion, consensus and credible parliamen-
tary scrutiny. No legislative reform can
be effected without power, and no power
can be acquired in a democracy without
popular support.

—The author is Ex Addl. Secretary,
Lok Sabha, and a member of the Delhi

Bar Council. The views expressed
are personal

There was widespread and strong opposition from doctors to
the National Medical Commission Bill, 2019, which sought to

replace the Medical Council of India Act, 1956. 
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HIS long running divide in
American politics has be -
come a toxic stew of reli-
gion and women’s rights,
amped up with conservative
versus liberal ideology.

Opp  o nents of vaccine mandates and
masking rules appear immune to the
contradiction of opposing government
intrusion into personal freedom with
the desire to regulate what women
can and cannot do with personal
health issues. 

The Supreme Court’s ruling probably
will come in late spring or early summer
of 2022, right in the midst of Congre -
ssional elections. The matter took two
hours with audio of the question and
answers streamed. It is unclear how dra-
conian a ruling against abortion might
be. Would it absolutely overrun Roe vs
Wade’s conclusion that women have a
fundamental right to end their pregnan-
cies? Will Roe go into history as merely
a temporary nod to women’s right to
control their own bodies?  

Any middle ground is not pretty.
With Roe vs Wade still existing, it will
be legally attacked by state legislatures
eager to protect a fetus rather than
to provide assistance to very young
children.

The six conservatives making up the
Court’s new majority did not voice any
desire to maintain the current 22 to 24
week window for an abortion before a
fetus is viable outside the womb. State

legislatures writing restrictive abortion
laws have made it publicly clear that
legal success was possible now because
of a new conservative majority in the
highest court.

The Court’s liberal justices said that
the institution’s reputation would be
irreparably damaged if nearly a half-
century of its abortion jurisprudence
was dismantled because of a change in
membership. Solicitor General

eht gnitneserper ragol erP htebazilE
Biden Adminis tration pointed out that

the Court had never revoked a constitu-
tional right it had extended. 

“Will this institution survive the
stench this creates in the public percep-
tion, that the Constitution and its read-
ing are just political acts?” asked Justice
Sonia Sotomayor. “If people believe this
is all politics, how will we survive? How
will this court survive?” She had sharply
questioned Mississippi Solicitor General
Scott Stewart who took the stand that
the constitutional right to abortion has
“no home in our history or tradition”

US Supreme Court:   

T
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CONSERVATIVE TILT
Pro-Abortion rights activists outside the US
Supreme Court as it heard oral arguments

related to the Mississippi abortion law 

The US Supreme Court recently heard arguments on a Mississippi law that potentially threatens
the right of a woman to obtain—for whatever reason—an abortion to end a pregnancy
By Kenneth Tiven in Washington

legislatures to “take over” women’s
bodies and force them “to remain
pregnant and give birth against their
will” is the likely result if the Court sup-
ports this law, said Julie Rikelman, a
lawyer for the Center for Reproductive
Rights representing Mississippi’s only
abortion clinic.

Justice Brett Kava -
naugh played the tough
critic, berating Rikel -
man, for forcing the
Court to make a big

decision. This despite the fact that the
petitioners (the state of Missi ssippi)
were the ones asking for a judgment on
abortion precedent when they appealed
the case to the highest court in the first
place. Kava naugh framed it as a pick
sides situation for the Court in what he
called the most contentious social
debate in American life. He described
the no abortion position as requiring
neutrality on a social issue,” rather than
a freedom of choice issue. Exactly the
same conundrum that animates the
issues around fighting Covid-19.

The conservative justices made lit-
tle or no effort to hide their feel-
ings that this case is a challenge

to Roe with few philosophical or medical
concerns about overturning the Court’s
own precedent. Obviously, they are
aware of what abortion rights folks have
been saying: There is no path for the
Court to uphold both Roe and the
Mississippi ban.

In Roe, the Supreme Court said
women have a fundamental right to an
abortion. The following Casey decision
spelled out there could not be prohibi-
tions on abortion before viability and
that regulations on the right could not
impose an “undue burden” on a
woman’s choice. 

While overruling precedents was a
major discussion, Chief Justice John
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and has resulted in “millions” of lives
lost. This is the role for state legisla-
tures, he said. In both tone and lan-
guage, he seemed to be saying that the
state didn’t want to lose children who
might become potential taxpayers.

Since ancient time, the means of ter-
minating a pregnancy have included
certain herbs, the use of
sharpened implements
and the application of
abdominal pressure.
Murder of pregnant
woman is also am ong the techniques. In
the 20th century, the right to abortion
improved in many nations as the iss ue
of equality among the sexes gained
legitimacy.

The three newly Donald Trump

appointed justices understand that the
former president was “courting” his reli-
gious and most conservative voters with
their appointments so the idea they
might support this Mississippi law
seems entirely rational. 

However, anything less than a solid
“NO abortions” isn’t enough for anti-

abortion activists, as a full on ban has
become a litmus test that outweighs any
policy issues that might impact their
lives in a positive manner. It is essential-
ly a religious issue, especially for many
evangelical Christian sects. Allowing

   Litmus Test    

Would the ruling absolutely overrun Roe vs Wade’s conclusion that women
have a fundamental right to end their pregnancies? Will Roe go into history as

merely a temporary nod to women’s right to control their own bodies?  



this one is expected in five
months, when major rul-
ings tend to arrive in rapid
succession.

Possible reasons for
waiting so long to decide
the biggest cases was dis-
cussed in 2015 in a law
journal. Justices keep pol-
ishing the opinions that
will define their legacies
until the last possible
moment. Secondly, releas-
ing several major deci-
sions in quick succession,
especially if a mixed bag
of some liberal and some
conservative, “may tend to
diffuse media coverage
and other commentary of
any particular case, and
thus spare the justices
unwanted criticism.” 

A personality explana-
tion was that the biggest
decisions are apt to be
divisive and bruising, and

the justices may think it best to issue
them just before they leave for their
summer breaks. 

The Washington Post columnist Ale -
xandra Petri tried to explain the anxiety
about the Court’s decision in other than
legal terms. She described women in the
US this way: “It had been so nice, think-
ing that she could go anywhere in the
United States and the laws would have to

reht ehw ediced ot thgir reh egdelwonkca
she wanted to be pregnant, that any doc-
tor who treated her could give her cor-
rect information about what risks she
faced, that if her life were threatened,
her life would carry weight. But no. Her
rights were all the alienable kind, it turn -
ed out, and she was nothing more than a
sort of empty clay jar into which, if she
were sufficiently blessed, a person might
one day be deposited. Her mistake!”

—The writer has worked in senior
positions at The Washington Post, NBC,
ABC and CNN and also consults for sev-

eral Indian channels
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Roberts hinted strongly at what he
called the Court’s issue: whether all pre-
viability prohibitions on elective abor-
tions are unconstitutional. Robert point-
ed out that Justice Harry Blackmun,
who wrote the Roe opinion, had said in
his private papers that the viability line
was arbitrary. Court observers said there
was little support among the arguing
lawyers or Robert’s judicial colleagues
for what seemed to be a suggestion for
compromise.

Historically, Roberts likes incremen-
tal steps when moving the law. The via -
bility line has been cited across the
country by judges who have struck down
state prohibitions one after another
that attempted to ban abortions earlier
in pregnancy. 

“In an unbroken line dating to Roe vs
Wade, the Supreme Court’s abortion ca -
ses have established (and affirmed, and
reaffirmed) a woman’s right to choose
an abortion before viability,” Judge Pat -
rick E. Higginbotham wrote for the US
Court of Appeals for the 5th Circuit
majority that refused to allow the

Mississippi law to take effect.
After oral arguments, feminist writer

Jill Filipovich tweeted: “The abortion
debate in the US is so frustrating
because the question of what decreases
the abortion rate is a solved one. We
know how to make abortions less com-
mon: Reliable affordable contraception
+ good sex ed. But pro-lifers don’t want
to do what works, so we’re stuck here.”

The arguments boded well for the
anti-abortion movement. “If you believe
that women should have the right to
choose abortion, today’s Supreme Court
argument was a wall-to-wall disaster,”
said CNN’s legal analyst Jeffrey Toobin.

In the coming weeks, the justices
will cast tentative votes at a private
conference. The senior justice in the

majority can assign the majority opinion
to a colleague or keep it. Draft opinions,
including concurrences and dissents,
will be exchanged. It usually takes the
Court about three months after an argu-
ment to issue a decision, but the big
cases often take longer. The decision in

While overruling precedents
was a major discussion, Chief
Justice of the United States,

John Roberts, hinted strongly
at what he called the Court’s

issue: whether all pre-viability
prohibitions on elective abor-

tions are unconstitutional. 

Justice Sonia Sotomayor
sharply questioned Mississippi
Solicitor General Scott Stewart

who took the stand that the
constitutional right to abortion
has “no home in our history or
tradition” and has resulted in

“millions” of lives lost. 

Justice Brett Kavanaugh berat-
ed Julie Rikelman, a lawyer for

Mississippi’s only abortion clin-
ic, for forcing the Court to make
a big decision despite the fact

that the state of Mississippi
was the one asking for a judg-
ment on abortion precedent.

Global Affairs/ United States/ Abortion Rights Case



“The government and the judiciary were born from the womb of the Constitution. They
are twins. It is because of the Constitution that both came into existence. So if you

look closely, despite being separate, they complement each other.”
—Prime Minister Narendra Modi at the Constitution Day meet at Vigyan Bhawan, New Delhi 

resonance in the restrained but forceful
comments of the CJI. 

Two functions were held on Consti -
tu  tion Day. The first was under the aegis
of the SCBA at the Supreme Court. Here
the CJI, Solicitor General Tushar Mehta,

HE framers of the Consti -
tution made accountability
an integral element with
respect to the legislature
and executive. However,
they consciously decided to

keep the judiciary on a different ped -
estal. They trusted the competence of
the men and women who would adorn
the Bench, in upholding the Constitu -
tion.” These words of Chief Justice of
India (CJI) NV Ramana were delivered
at the 71st Constitution Day meet at
Vigyan Bhawan recently.

Other issues discussed were separa-
tion of powers, judicial reforms, judicial
activism and pendency. There were
common grounds of thought as well as
divergent views. 

The Constitution Day deliberations
brought various stakeholders of the
judiciary on a common platform and
they all gave their version of the judicial
worldview and proposed changes in the
existing set up. The fervent pleas of
Attorney General KK Venugopal and
Supreme Court Bar Association (SCBA)
president Vikas Singh for change found

SCBA president Vikas Singh and vice-
president Pradeep Rai shared the dais.
The second meet was at Vigyan Bhawan
and was attended by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, Law Minister Kiren
Rijiju, KK Venugopal, Vikas Singh, CJI

Charting
a New

Course           
At a meet on Constitution Day, key stakeholders enunciated their
vision of a new judiciary. Despite divergent views, what emerged

was the desire to change the status quo for the better 
By Sanjay Raman Sinha 

T
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“

“...there are times when Courts are compelled to pay attention to unresolved
grievances, in the interest of justice. The intention behind such limited judicial

interventions is to nudge the executive, and not to usurp its role.”
——CJI NV Ramana at the Constitution Day function at Vigyan Bhawan, New Delhi

ry. The CJI sought to correct this notion.
He said: “The Laxman Rekha drawn by
the Constitution is sacrosanct. But,
there are times when Courts are com-
pelled to pay attention to unresolved
grievances, in the interest of justice.
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Ramana and Justices UU Lalit and
DY Chandrachud.

At one level, the views shared were a
critique of the current judicial set up.
However, it was also an attempt to re-
animate the subject of judicial account-
ability and transparency. 

The pro-activeness of the apex
court in handling matters of
serious and immediate concern

has often been termed as judicial
overreach or judicial activism and has
often pushed governments to shrug
off lethargy and strive for the
common good.

In the framework of the Constitu -
tion, only the judiciary has been con-
ferred the power to judge the constitu-
tional validity of legislative provisions
and administrative acts. The higher
courts are empowered to declare a law
ultra vires and also to spell an executive

action as unconstitutional. 
In recent times also, courts have

often reprimanded, cajoled, instructed
and mandated actions for governments
to follow. This has been seen by the gov-
ernments as stepping into their territo-

RECOGNISING A HISTORIC DATE
PM Modi, CJI Ramana and other guests
at the Constitution Day function at Vigyan
Bhawan, New Delhi 



tional guarantee of proper justice and
will also help in maintaining the disci-
pline of separation of powers.’’

Pendency of cases is also a millstone
around the neck of the judiciary. Around
4.5 crore cases are pending in courts at
various levels. The logjam is making jus-
tice inaccessible. The attorney general
pointed out that it takes an average of
30 years for a case from the trial court
to be resolved at the Supreme Court
level. So it is time to rethink strategies. 

The CJI said: “As far as pendency in
the Supreme Court is concerned, we
have initiated steps to reduce it by har-
nessing technology. Pendency in the
lower judiciary is particularly alarming.
It calls for a multi-pronged approach
involving all the stakeholders.’’

He then outlined an action plan:
“The solutions that we could think of
are: Filling up existing vacancies of judi-
cial officers, creation of more and more
posts, filling up vacancies of public pros-
ecutors, government pleaders and
standing counsel, creation of necessary
infrastructure, sensitising the police and
the executive about the need to cooper-
ate in court proceedings and deploy-
ment of modern technological tools.’’

He also stressed the need for techno-
logical upgradation of courts at all lev-
els. The CJI mooted: “Indianisation of
the judiciary” which would encompass
adoption of Indian languages and sim-
plification of procedures. This would
make the courts less daunting for the
populace, he maintained.

- ppA laiciduJ lanoitaN fo cipot ehT
ointments Commission, or NJAC, was
broached by Vikas Singh. He proposed a
law to regulate the collegium system to

- cca dna ycnerapsnart erom tuoba gnirb
ountability. “I am of the opinion that a
suitable legislation in the form of a Bill
to regulate the collegium system can
be brought within the said limitation
which will facilitate the appointment of
judges to High Courts as well as to the
Supreme Court.”  

Singh proposed a Bill to provide a
Permanent Secretariat both at the High
Court and the Supreme Court level to
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The intention behind such limited judi-
cial interventions is to nudge the execu-
tive, and not to usurp its role.’’

It’s interesting to note that courts are
no more content to stay passive. They
are taking affirmative steps and giving
remedies. This has set many legislative
fiats on the right course and prodded
recalcitrant governments towards a
responsible response. However, a word
of caution has also been enunciated by
the apex court. 

In State of Kerala vs A Lakshmi
Kutty, the Supreme Court stated: “Spe -
cial responsibility devolves upon the
judges to avoid an over activist approach
and to ensure that they do not trespass
within the spheres earmarked for the
other two branches of the State.” 

The fact of the matter is that the
Cons titution doesn’t subscribe to a wa -
ter-tight separation of powers between
the three wings of the State. It visualises
an organic whole where they all work in
tandem, with due respect for the territo-
rial space of each. 

CJI Ramana endorsed this. He said:
“All the three organs are repositories of
Constitutional trust. While the judiciary
is the guardian of the Constitution, its
role and scope of action is ultimately
limited by the very nature of the judicial
process. The executive and the legisla-
ture must work in conjunction with the
judiciary to ensure complete justice as
envisaged under the Constitution.’’ 

Speaking at Vigyan Bhawan, Prime
Minister Modi seconded this thought.
He said: “The government and the judi-
ciary were born from the womb of the
Constitution. They are twins. It is be -
cause of the Constitution that both came
into existence. So if you look closely,
despite being separate, they comple-
ment each other.” 

Aspin-off of judicial activism has
been public interest litigation.
Herein the concept of locus stan-

di or right of the aggrieved to approach
court, has been relaxed and remedial
move to court has been substituted by
action on the behalf of the aggrieved.
However, the “PIL business’’ has in
many instances become dysfunctional.
The CJI pointed this out: “There has
been an abuse of the power of the PIL.
PIL has become a tool for some to
harass others and violate their rights.’’

Vikas Singh, however, presented a
counter-note as he batted for an intra
court appeal. He said: “Public Interest
Litigations are being entertained under
Article 32 and many times, some PILs
cover issues which have far-reaching
consequences and the decisions of the
Supreme Court are taken without any
adequate consultation with all the stake-
holders. Many a time, judgments under
Article 32 transgress into the domain of
the executive. Providing for an intra
court appeal will ensure the constitu-

The Constitution Day deliberations brought various stakeholders of the judiciary
on a common platform and they all gave their version of the judicial worldview

and proposed changes in the existing set up. 
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The CJI said that technology is being har-
nessed in the SC to reduce pendency but
pendency in the lower judiciary is alarm-
ing and needs a multi-pronged approach

involving all stakeholders.

constitution benches of five each would
be sufficient to dispose of cases of a
constitutional nature. This could be
where a death sentence is involved or a
constitutional requirement of references
is needed.”

The new camaraderie between the
CJI and the law minister has underlined
the cooperative attitude and approach.
On the issue of judges’ appointment,
inter alia, the Supreme Court and the
centre have witnessed a stormy relation-
ship. As the attorney general proposed a
model which would reduce the number
of judges in the Supreme Court to 15
judges sitting in three constitution ben -
ches of five each, the CJI warmly said:
“We have witnessed many appointments
in the higher judiciary being cleared by
the government. I am sure vacancies
will be reduced to the bare minimum
soon. I look forward to the continued
cooperation of the government.”  

CJI Ramana raised the vital point of
judges’ security as increasingly, they are
being targeted both physically and on
social media. “An area of grave concern
for the judiciary is the increasing attacks
on judges. Physical attacks on judicial
officers are on the rise. Then there are
attacks on the judiciary in the media,
particularly social media. These attacks
appear to be sponsored and synchro-
nised. The law enforcing agencies, par-
ticularly the central agencies, need to
deal with such malicious attacks effec-
tively. The governments are expected to
create a secure environment so that the
judges and judicial officers can function
fearlessly,” he stressed. 

This was not the first time that the
CJI has taken a strong stand on judges’
attack. Earlier in the year, a bench led
by him regretted that judges are not a
priority for the investigative authorities
and that their complaints are ignored
despite the fact that specialised agencies
such as the CBI are involved. 

Overall, the Constitution Day delib-
erations were a stage where the views
for a new judiciary were exchanged and
the ground for a future course of action
was laid down.

assist them in the appointment of
jud ges as members of collegiums both
at the Supreme Court and High
Courts’ level. 

However, on the issue of judges’
appointment, CJI Ramana said: “It is
very heartening to note that the num-
ber of vacancies in the apex court is
reduced to just one. Now, there are four
women judges in the Supreme Court for
the first time. I hope to see this number
grow further. My brothers in the col-
legium worked overtime to facilitate
filling up of vacancies across the High
Courts as well. This is an ongoing exer-
cise, and I am sure vacancies will be
reduced to the bare minimum soon.’’

As more and more litigations are
ending up in the Supreme
Court, the basic function of

interpretation of the Constitution and
judicial review of the apex court are get-
ting impacted. Venugopal said that
while assessing  judicial activities of
over 75 years, one big question that sur-
faced was whether the Supreme Court
is a constitutional court. He said that
the time had come when there was a
need to rethink the entire structure of
the Supreme Court as it exists today. 

The attorney general then proposed
an alternate model of judicial function-
ing. He proposed an intermediate court
of appeal between the High Courts and
the apex court which would handle non-
constitutional cases which are landing
up at the latter. The judgments of the
Courts of Appeal would be final.

He said: “I would envisage at least
four regions—North, South, West and
East—each having a Court of Appeal
with 15 judges consisting of three ben -
ches of three judges each. We’re adding
60 judges who would be taking over
the cases so that the pendency would
be cut down to a very great extent. It
would be reduced so that you’ll be able
to get the cases disposed of within a
period of three or four years. This
would mean that the Supreme Court
would not re quire 34 judges which it
has now. Once it is re lieved of all this
burden of rent control, matrimonial
and so on, 15 judges sitting in three



“An area of grave concern for the judiciary
is the increasing attacks on judges. Phy -

sical attacks on judicial officers are on
the rise...there are attacks...in the media,
particularly social media... attacks appear

to be sponsored and synchronised.”
——CJI Ramana on the selective targeting
of judges by malicious social media users  

August 18, 2021: Islamic radicals attack
online former Supreme Court judge
Markandey Katju for his Facebook post 
November 16, 2020: The CBI books 17
over “life-threatening” social media
posts against Andhra Pradesh High
Court judges
August 14, 2020: The Supreme Court
holds Prashant Bhushan guilty of crimi-
nal contempt of court for publishing a
photo of the then CJI on an expensive
motorcycle
October 12, 2018: Activist Ketan
Tirodkar jailed for writing objectionable
posts against judges on Facebook

HESE are some of the att -
acks judges faced on social
media. Recently, Chief
Justice of India (CJI) NV
Ramana voiced his concern
over the selective targeting

of judges by malicious social media
users. “An area of grave concern for the
judiciary is the increasing attacks on
judges. Physical attacks on judicial offi-
cers are on the rise. Then there are
attacks on the judiciary in the media,
particularly social media. These attacks
appear to be sponsored and synchro-
nised,” the CJI said.

This was not the first time that a CJI
or Supreme Court judge raised concerns
over pernicious aggression via the social

media platform. Be it malicious post on
judgments and courtroom observations,
listing of cases or administrative mat-
ters, social media users have targeted
the judiciary, making it uneasy. 

Social media is a minefield and those
who use it do so at their own risk. Jud -
ges handling sensitive cases are often
targeted, irrespective of whether they
are on social media or not. Vested inter-
ests and lobbies settle scores by way of
obnoxious and biased comments. These
create a furore, which snowballs into
a controversy.  

At times, news editors play around
with court orders and headlines, leading
to a news article which might be com-
pletely different from the order of that
case. Observations are used as story
highlights which may be at variance
with the order. Such reports get carried
on social media and become fodder for
virulent attacks. The media, therefore,
has a special responsibility and social
media has added to this obligation. 

Former CJI MN Venkatachaliah told
India Legal: “Social media is a great
institution, though it is amenable to a
lot of misuse—ignorant, innocent abuse.

Open to
Scrutiny

Chief Justice NV Ramana’s concern over attacks on the judiciary
has led to questions about judges’ relationship with social media

and the legal framework to rein in malicious users 
By Sanjay Raman Sinha

T
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Jyoti Basu, the Supreme Court had
observed: “Because of the power he
wields, a judge is being judged more
strictly than others.’’

But there is an existential dilemma
as well. Judges are expected to be aloof,
stoic and very objective. In cases such as
the - sajaR rof erutaciduJ fo truoC hgiH
than vs Ramesh Chandra Paliwal and

- ahallA fo truoC hgiH sv raknahS ayaD
bad, importance has been given to the
fact that judges have to live and behave
like hermits. However, with social media
interactions, they are opening them-
selves up to a new universe, a universe
which is not under their control and

- bil ,dellort eb ot elbail era yeht erehw
elled and criticised. In such a scenario,
the judiciary is yet to come up with a
template of punitive action. However,
there is an intention to clamp down on
offensive comments on social media
or otherwise. 

In Ketan Tirodkar’s case, the bench
said: “If the government does nothing to
prohibit social media users from indul -
ging in acts which the Constitution and
the law does not allow and expressly
frowns upon, that does not mean that
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The greatest danger to democracy is
motivated abuse to obstruct the forces
of democracy.”

As of now, social media is a largely
unregulated domain. It is girdled by the
provisions of the IT Act. But now things
might change as the Data Protection
Bill is being tabled in Parliament and
its omnibus provisions may monitor
and moderate social media users. 

A Joint Parliamentary Committee
has been deliberating on the draft bill
since 2019. According to the Bill, social
media intermediaries should be treated
as publishers and subject to strict regu-
lation. On the recommendation of the
parliamentary panel, the Bill treats
social media platforms like Twitter and
Facebook as publishers and enjoins set-
ting up a regulatory body to oversee
them. This provides for liability to com-
panies for user-generated content.

In India, social media companies
have so far enjoyed “safe harbour”
status and can’t be held liable for

user-generated content as long as they
follow the Intermediary Guidelines.
Currently, the social media intermedi-

ary is not held responsible as it is ass -
umed that it has no control over what
users post. 

The Bill, when it becomes law, is
expected to curb irresponsible social
media usage. This will have implications
for judges as well. Lawful actions can
now be taken against libel, apart from
contempt action.

Traditional media has been largely
circumspect when it came to comment-
ing on the judiciary. Any loose comment
has been strongly reprimanded through
contempt action. The Supreme Court
and High Courts have been extra vigi-
lant in such matters. Even gag orders
have been issued.

However, social media is a different
ball game. The judiciary has been hav-
ing a particularly tough time handling
deviant users on this medium. One rea-
son is the restraint the position enjoins.
A judge has to react very cautiously in
cases of targeted attacks. For contempt,
the judiciary has to take permission
from the attorney general. While initiat-
ing censure and disciplinary action, it
has to take care it doesn’t get labelled as
vindictive. In the 2004, Tarak Singh vs

ATTACKS ON
THE JUDICIARY
Islamic radicals had
attacked online for-
mer SC judge
Markandey Katju
(above) for his
Facebook post;
activist Ketan
Tirodkar was jailed
for writing objection-
able posts against
judges on Facebook

Shantanu Mitra



venture into social media. The advocate
fraternity is, however, quite active. 

In 2011, the International Bar
Asso ciation Legal Policy & Research
Unit did a global survey to assess the
effect of Online Social Networking
(OSN) on the legal profession. Sixty-one
bar associations from 47 jurisdictions
responded. The Bar Council of India
also participated. The survey revealed
that judges’ use of social media raised
specific concerns. While only 15% of
respondents felt lawyers’ use of OSN
negatively affected the public image of
the profession, 40% responded that
judges’ use of OSN negatively affected
public confidence and undermined judi-
cial independence. Clearly, use of OSN
by judges impacts their image and
affects public perception.

The BCI had held that lawyers
shouldn’t post comments about judges
before whom they were appearing. It
was also of the view that judges should
refrain from posting comments or opin-
ions about lawyers and parties in sub
judice cases pending before them. 

It boils down to the societal expecta-
tion that a judge should not only be
impartial and above reproach, but his
demeanour should reflect judicial dis-
passion and he should be a paragon of
social etiquette and just behaviour. On
the other hand, if in the course of a
healthy media debate, a mirror is held
up to the judiciary, it should be taken in
the right spirit. 

Justice Venkatachaliah said: “In this
country, the judiciary was treated as a
sacred cow. Now it is more open to
scrutiny. That is good. Like every insti-
tution, the judiciary must also be open
to external assessment.’’

CJI Ramana has raised a very
pertinent issue regarding social media
attack on the judiciary. Its ramifications
can’t be overlooked. A legal framework
needs to be put in place to counter
motivated attacks. The Bar has to
pitch in with self-regulation for its
members and the media should analyse
judicial wisdom without fear, favour
or frivolity. 
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the judiciary will take no action. One
cannot defame others in the name of
freedom of speech and expression. Let
everybody know and be aware that the
judiciary is not helpless. Members of the
judiciary are not looking out for protec-
tors or defenders.”

However, despite black sheep
among social media users,
there are sane voices on it as

well. These can well neutralise the nay
sayers. Justice Venkatachaliah said:
“Thomas Jefferson once said that the
cure for all the ills of democracy is more
democracy. That was a very prescient
statement. The more social media
spreads, the more it will balance itself.
There is a body of scientific literature
which holds that prejudiced and manip-
ulated social media can be corrected by
more social media. That’s the theory. It’s
a probability that if social media is con-
trolled by some group, then more social
media will neutralise that group.”

Times have changed in such a man-
ner that judges can’t altogether shun
social media usage. Hence, the need of
the hour is to develop social media in -
teraction ethics for the judiciary. More -
over, it is argued that freedom of speech
and expression guaranteed under the
Constitution under Article 19(1) (a) is a
basic right and it is wrong to bar judges
from social media interactions. 

At a high-level meeting of the Global

Judicial Integrity Network in February
2020 in Doha, patterns of judicial pro-
priety for social media usage were out-
lined. It was maintained at the meet:
“Irrespective of whether they use social
media or not, judges should have a gen-
eral knowledge of social media, includ-
ing how it may generate evidence in
cases that judges may decide. Judges
should also have an understanding of
existing online communication tools
and technology, including artificial-
intelligence-powered technology. Judges
should receive specific training on the
benefits, risks and pitfalls of their per-
sonal use of social media, as well as on
its use by their family members, close
friends and court personnel.”

In the 2002 Bangalore Principles of
Judicial Conduct, it was held that “a ban
on use of social media is a curb on basic
rights of a judge as an individual”. It also
tried to answer the question whether
individual judiciaries regulate the use of
social media by judges. And in 2006,
the United Nations Economic and So -
cial Council adopted the Bangalore
Prin  ciples of Judicial Conduct.

The United Nations Office on Drugs
and Crime Guidelines on the Use of
Social Media by Judges 2019 is also a
fairly good template which can help cre-
ate guidelines for social media use by
judges and the code of judicial propriety
and ethics involved. Clearly the guide-
lines are in place, but many judges don’t

Focus/ Attacks on the Judiciary

“Social media is a great
institution, though it is

amenable to a lot of
misuse—ignorant,

innocent abuse. The
greatest danger to de -
mocracy is motivated
abuse to obstruct the
forces of democracy.”

—Former CJI MN
Venkatachaliah  
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No aircraft has captured the public
imagination quite like Concorde

(right), even though only 20 were ever built,
and they were flown by just two airlines.
Today, 50 years after the first flights, it still
stands as one of humanity’s most remark-
able engineering achievements, and a truly
timeless piece of design. 

The Concorde experience started in a
dedicated lounge, before passengers even
boarded the plane. With just about 100
seats, and ticket prices higher than flying
first class elsewhere, the plane quickly
established an aura of exclusivity. 

For most cricket fans, Barbados is
synonymous with Sir Garfield So -
bers, Frank Worrell, Clyde Walcott,

Everton Weekes, Joel Garner, Malcolm
Marshall and many more but its decision
to officially remove Queen Elizabeth as its
head of state and become the world’s
newest republic was dominated by another
superstar from the Caribbean island—pop
sensation Rihanna. At the official ceremo-

ny in the capital, Bridgetown, also attended
by Prince Charles, she was guest of honour
when Dame Sandra Mason was sworn in
as president. The event coincided with the
country’s 55th anniversary of independ-
ence. The new era for Barbados ends
Britain’s centuries of influence, including
more than 200 years when the island was
a hub for the transatlantic slave trade.

Being head of state here is a largely
symbolic role but symbols matter. Framed
portraits of Queen Elizabeth hang in
government buildings. Barbados has a

Queen Elizabeth Hospital. The police,
postal workers and prison officers all
wear a badge on their uniform with a
crown insignia. 

Much of that will now change as
Barbados strives to move further away
from its colonial past. Republicanism has
been rumbling for some time in Barbados.
Prime Minister Mia Mottley described it as
a chance for the island to assert itself and
show greater self-confidence. “It was
time,” she said, “to fully leave our colonial
past behind.”

International Briefs
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The New Republic

Anniversary of the 
Gilded Swan

(Left) Rihanna (right) was declared a national hero of Barbados; Prince Charles
(above left) along with Dame Sandra Mason (above centre), Barbados’s first president
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France’s Pantheon, the equivalent of Mt.
Rushmore in the US, is where all its

national heroes are buried and honoured. It
now has one more—Josephine Baker
(right), a Missouri-born cabaret dancer,
French World War II spy and civil rights
activist and, above all, the first Black woman
honoured in the final resting place of
France’s most revered luminaries.

Last week, a coffin carrying soils from
the US, France and Monaco—where Baker
lived and made her name—was deposited
inside the domed Pantheon monument

reH .siraP fo knaB tfeL eht gnikool revo
body is buried in Monaco, and will stay
there at the request of her family.

French President Emmanuel Macron
decided on her entry into the Pantheon. In
addition to honouring an exceptional figure
in French history, the move is meant to send
a strong message on racism.

Born in 1906, in St. Louis, Missouri, at
19, Josephine left her cabaret career and
moved to France where she quickly became
a star at the Theatre des Champs-Elysees
stage, where she appeared topless. Baker’s
career took a more serious turn after that, as
she learned to speak five languages and
toured internationally, becoming a spy and

working as an informant, travelling, getting
close to officials and sharing information
hidden on her music sheets, according to
French military archives.

After France’s defeat in June 1940, she
- siseR hcnerF eht rof krow ot deunitnoc

tance, using her artistic performances as a
cover for her spying activities. She also
raised funds, including from her personal
money. It is estimated she brought the
equivalent of 10 million euros ($11.2 mil-
lion) to support the French Resistance.

In 1944, Baker joined a female group in
the Air Force of the French Liberation Army

as a second lieutenant. After
the war, Baker got involved in
anti-racist politics. She fought
against American segregation
during a 1951 performance
tour of the US, causing her to
be targeted by the FBI, labelled
a communist and banned from
her homeland for a decade.
The ban was lifted by President
John F. Kennedy in 1963, and
she returned to be the only
woman to speak at the March
on Washington, before Martin
Luther King’s famed “I Have a
Dream” speech.

Towards the end of her life,
she ran into financial trouble, was evicted
and lost her properties in France. She
received support from Princess Grace of
Monaco, who offered Baker a place for her
and her children to live. She fell into a coma
and passed away from a brain hemorrhage.
She was buried in Monaco and now a coffin
representing her lies in the Pantheon.

Built at the end of the 18th century,
the Pantheon honours 72 men and five
women and Josephine joins two other Black
figures in the mausoleum, both men:

demaf dna éuobE xileF ret siser tsilluaG
writer Alexandre Dumas.

Spy in from the Cold

A Concorde flight could have Paul Mc -
Cartney leading a sing-along of Beatles
songs with the entire airplane, or Phil Co -
llins taking the plane to play at Live Aid in
the UK and the US on the same day. And
then royalty, of course—the queen, the
pope, and countless heads of states.

Lawrence Azerrad is the author of a
new book “Supersonic: The Design and
Lifestyle of Concorde,” in which he men-
tions that in the aesthetically homogenous
world of passenger planes, Concorde was a
breathtaking distraction. It looked differ-
ent from any other plane, with triangle-
shaped wings and a pointed nose like a
fighter jet, both of which were advanta-
geous for supersonic travel. 

Concorde flew commercially for 27
years, from 1976 to 2003, and could travel
between London and New York in under
four hours. A British and French co-pro-
duction, the aircraft was on the shopping
lists of most major airlines—including Pan
Am, Continental, American Airlines, Japan
Airlines, Lufthansa and Qantas—at the
time of its first flight. Most orders were
cancelled after the oil crisis of 1973. 

Only British Airways and Air France
would ever operate Concordes, with just
two other airlines—Singapore Airlines and
the now defunct Braniff International
Airways—leasing them for a handful of
flights. The airliner’s end started on July
25, 2000, when an Air France Concorde

departing from Paris caught fire during
take-off because of debris on the runway
and crashed shortly after, killing 113 peo-
ple. Although a rare incident in a nearly
spotless service history, the accident forced
both British Airways and Air France to
ground the fleet. The last flight landed at
Heathrow Airport on October 24, 2003. 

Azerrad, a Los Angeles-based graphic
designer, uses his book to showcase his
impressive personal collection of Concorde
memorabilia. Luggage tags, toys, cutlery,
bottle openers, matches, coasters, vanity
kits, wallets and even cognac flasks—Con -
corde was a brand in itself, spawning mer-
chandise that still commands high prices
on eBay.



HE 82nd All India Presi -
ding Offices’ Conference
(AIPOC), held in Shimla
from November 17-18,
2021, was a rather lacklus-
tre event. There was cere-

monial reiteration of the need to
increase the number of sittings of leg-
islative bodies as well as a resolution
against ritualistic disruptions during
Question Hour, presentation of the
budget and addresses by the presi-
dent/governors. 

However, there was no consensus on
adoption of the report of the commit-
tee (headed by CP Joshi, Speaker of the
Rajasthan Legislative Assembly) con-
stituted in 2019 to examine the role of
the Speakers in cases of disqualifica- tion on grounds of defection under the

Tenth Schedule (Anti-defection law) of
the Constitution. Om Birla, Speaker of
the Lok Sabha, was of the opinion that
a time limit needs to be prescribed for
the presiding officers in deciding mat-
ters of disqualification in order to
speed up the proceedings.

Restraining 
Speakers?  

A conference examined the role of Speakers in cases of disqualification on grounds of
defection and setting a time limit to decide the matter. While the law deters

defections, it leads to suppression of healthy debate 

T
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NEED FOR A DEADLINE
Om Birla, Speaker, Lok Sabha, said that a
time limit needs to be set for presiding
officers to decide disqualification matters 

The SC observed that Parliament should
rethink on whether disqualification peti-

tions be entrusted to a Speaker and
said that an independent Tribunal outside

the House should decide on the matter.

ground of defection. Presiding officers
have kept decisions under the anti-
defection law in abeyance for years.
The matter has invited criticism from
the courts from time to time.  

Thus, the Supreme Court in - ieK
sham Meghachandra Singh vs The
Hon’ble Speaker Manipur Legislative
Assembly & Ors., delivered on January
21, 2020, rued the fact that no decision
was taken by the Speaker of the Mani -
pur assembly on several applications
filed between April and July 2017 un -
der the Tenth Schedule of the Constitu -
tion for disqualification of Th Shyam -
kumar, MLA, who after contesting on a
Congress ticket switched sides to sup-
port the BJP. The Supreme Court
directed the Speaker of the Manipur
assembly to decide the disqualification
petition pending before him within
four weeks.

The Supreme Court observed that it
is time that Parliament had a rethink
on whether disqualification petitions
ought to be entrusted to a Speaker as a
quasi-judicial authority when such a
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The Tenth Schedule was added to
the Constitution in 1985 to combat the
evil of political defections on account
of offers of office or other induce-
ments. It lays down the process by
which legislators may be disqualified
on grounds of defection by the presid-
ing officer of a legislature based on a
petition filed by any other member of
the House. The law applies to both
Parliament and assemblies. Predicated
on this provision, Articles 75 (1B), 164
(1B) and 361B were also inserted in
the Constitution, and prescribe that if
a legislator (MP or MLA/MLC) is dis-
qualified for being a member of the
House under paragraph 2 of the Tenth
Schedule, he shall also be disqualified
from being appointed a minister
from the date of his disqualification till
the date on which his term would
expire or, when he contests any subse-
quent election till the date on which he
is declared elected, whichever is earli-
er. He is also disqualified for appoint-
ment on remunerative political post
(Article 361B). 

The Tenth Schedule lists two
grounds on which a legislator can be
disqualified for defection. One, if he
voluntarily gives up membership of
his political party and two, if he votes
or abstains from voting in the House
contrary to any direction issued by
his party.

The Tenth Schedule, however,
provides for an exception. As of now,
if two-thirds of the members of a polit-
ical party decide to merge with another
party, the disqualification on the
ground of defection is inoperative. For
example, this exception will ensure that
12 out of 17 (70.58%) MLAs of the
Cong ress Party in the Meghalaya Legis -
lative Assembly, who recently decided
to join Trinamool Congress (TMC), do
not attract disqualification.

The specific matter which was
before the AIPOC pertained to
delays in taking decision by the

presiding officers, particularly in sever-
al assemblies, on petitions received
seeking disqualification of MLAs on

The Supreme Court had directed the Speaker of the Manipur assembly to decide the disqualification petition of Th Shyamkumar,
MLA, (below right), under the Tenth Schedule of the Constitution, pending before him within four weeks. 
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Speaker continues to belong to a par-
ticular political party either de jure or
de facto. The Court was of the opinion
that a permanent Tribunal, headed by a
retired Supreme Court judge or a re -
tired chief justice of a High Court, or
some other outside independent mech-
anism, ensure that such disputes are
decided both swiftly and impartially.

To buttress this suggestion, the
Court stated that fears of the minority
judgment in Kihoto Hollohan vs.
Zachillhu & Ors. (1992) have actually
come home to roost. Justice JS Verma,
in his separate judgment, had held that
rule against bias is a necessary con-
comitant of the principle of natural
justice. One of the basic postulates of
rule against bias is that no person can
judge a case in which he has an inter-
est. Justice should not only be done,
but should be seen to be done. This is
the underlying principle adopted by the
framers of the Constitution in not des-
ignating the Speaker as the authority to
decide election disputes and questions
as to disqualification of members un -
der Articles 103, 192 and 329, and opt-
ing for an independent authority out-
side the House.  

There is nothing unusual in this
scheme if we bear in mind that the
final authority for removal of a judge of
the Supreme Court and High Court is
outside the judiciary in the Parliament
under Article 124(4).

Moreover, in Jagjit Singh vs. State
of Haryana & Ors. (2006), the Sup -
reme Court held that the proceedings
under the Tenth Schedule are not com-
parable to either a trial in a court of
law or departmental proceedings for
disciplinary action against an employ-
ee. The standard of “reasonable oppor-
tunity” is, therefore, not that rigorous.
Further, if the view taken by the Tri -
bunal is a reasonable one, the Court
would decline to strike down an order
on the ground that another view is
more reasonable.  Thus, a proceeding
in a case of disqualification under the
Tenth Schedule is more in the nature of
a summary enquiry and, accordingly,

needs to be disposed of expeditiously.
M Venkaiah Naidu, Chairman,

Rajya Sabha, in his order on December
4, 2017, in the case of disqualification
of Sharad Yadav and another MP under
the Tenth Schedule (decided in about
three months’ time), observed that all
petitions of disqualification on the
ground of defection should be decided
by the presiding officers within three
months after giving an opportunity, as
per law, to the concerned member(s).

But the malaise continues. Chro -
nic ailments call for desperate
remedies. That is why the

Supreme Court has recommended to
Parliament to consider setting up a
separate body to decide the cases
impartially and expeditiously. This may
ensure elimination of bias, but expedi-

tious adjudication cannot be guaran-
teed in view of the experience with var-
ious tribunals that have been estab-
lished. In any case, since the doctrine
of separation of powers is part of the
basic structure of the Constitution, the
principle of checks and balances has its
limitations in its application to the
functioning of the Parliament.

If, at all, the Tenth Schedule has to
be amended, it may prescribe a time
limit for the presiding officer to take a
decision, failing which the application
for disqualification would be deemed to
have been allowed. The judicial review,
which may follow, could then go by the
rationale taken in Rajendra Singh
Rana vs. Swami Prasad Maurya
(2007), where the Supreme Court said
that failure to exercise jurisdiction is a
stage at which the court can intervene.

Disqualification for defection is a
doubled-edged weapon. On the one
hand, it has been argued that if its
validity flows from the right to recall,
Kihoto Hollohan, why should there be
exemption for a merger of political
parties? On the other hand, the law,
while deterring defections, also leads to
suppression of healthy intra-party
debate and dissent. It restricts repre-
sentatives from voicing the concerns of
their voters in opposition to the official
party line.

Even during the dawn of Indian
independence, whips used to be issued
in the Constituent Assembly to Cong -
ress party members, but that did not
silence everyone. Shibban Lal Saksena
frequently spoke in defiance of it and
was, apparently never punished for the
delinquency.  

The Supreme Court too has flagged
this issue. The representatives of the
people should be allowed to act in the
interest of their constituents and not
merely as the mouthpieces of their
respective political parties.

—The writer was Secretary,
Parliamentary Affairs from 2003-

2005 and Secretary General of Rajya
Sabha from 2007-2012

Rajya Sabha Chairman M Venkaiah Naidu
said all disqualification petitions due to
defection should be decided by the pre-

siding officers within three months after
listening to the concerned member(s). 
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